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Abstract. In the last two decades, there has been a significant increase in infrastructure development on
slopes of hilly regions of the world, due to population growth. There are many infrastructures on unsaturated
expansive slopes, especially in semi-arid and arid regions. Rainfall infiltration is one of the major factors
that contributes to the slope and infrastructure foundations failures on hilly slopes with unsaturated
expansive soils. In the current study, a rational approach is proposed considering the combined influence of
the foundation-slope behavior based on the principles of unsaturated soil mechanics. This is achieved by a
novel numerical modelling approach using the commercial software Geo-studio to investigate the
performance of strip foundation located on the top of the unsaturated expansive soil slope subjected to
various rainfall infiltration conditions. Hydro-mechanical coupling analysis is conducted to evaluate the
rainfall water infiltration influence combined with slope stability analysis using limit equilibrium method.
Comparisons are made between both the foundation bearing capacity, slope stability before and after rainfall
water infiltration. Different failure mechanisms of the foundation and slope system are presented with and
without foundation loading for various rainfall scenarios. Results summarized in this paper are helpful for
the geotechnical engineers for understanding the performance of shallow foundations on unsaturated
expansive soil slopes considering the influence of rainfall infiltration conditions.

1 Introduction
The growth of population in various regions of world
during the last five decades has promoted significant
increases in human settlements on hilly regions. Due to
this reason, especially during the last two decades, various
infrastructures such as the residential structures, highways,
pipelines and transmission towers with shallow
foundations are constructed on hilly regions as service
facilities. The design of the geotechnical infrastructure on
the hilly regions are based on conventional soil mechanics
principles assuming the soil is in a state of saturated
condition. However, close to 40% of the Earth’s land
surface constitutes of unsaturated soils (Khalili et al. [1]).
Traditional design methods may not provide reliable
estimates of the performance of infrastructure on hilly
regions that are typically in a state of unsaturated
condition. Water infiltration associated rainfall is a major
factor that triggers the unsaturated soil slope failures due
to a decrease in the soil shear strength associated with a
loss of matric suction. This problem can be more
pronounced in unsaturated expansive soils since they are
sensitive to the moisture content variations (Qi &
Vanapalli [2]). Therefore, special attention is required for
foundation-expansive slope system taking account
influence of rainfall conditions.
Foundations on slopes are designed either as
*

conventional foundations or are considered as surcharge
in a conventional slope stability problem (Pantelidis and
Griffith [3] Baah‑Frempong and Shukla [4]). Failure of
foundation-slope system likely contribute to human
casualties and significant economic losses. For example,
the Po Shan landslides in 1972 has killed 138 people and
lead to the damage of the several civil infrastructures on
the slope (Choi et al. [5]). There are several studies
undertaken during the last 50 years to understand the
behavior of foundations-slope systems (Meyerhof [6],
Shields et al. [7], Raj et al. [8], Dey et al. [9], Li et al.[10]).
These studies provide valuable information for
understanding the foundation-slope behavior taking
account influence of various parameters such as the slope
geometry and foundation positions. However, these
studies focussed only on the behavior of saturated soils.
There are no studies reported in the literature to the
best of the knowledge of the authors that consider
combined influence of the foundation-slope behavior
extending the principles of unsaturated soil mechanics.
The foundation and slope under unsaturated condition are
conventionally investigated, independently. Several
investigators have contributed to the development of
rational procedures for the design of shallow foundations
in unsaturated soils during the last fifteen years (Vanapalli
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and Mohamed [11], Oh and Vanapalli [12], Le et al. [13],
Kim et al. [14], Tang et al. [15], Mahmoudabadi and
Ravichandran [16]). These studies are valuable in
understanding the influence of matric suction on the
bearing capacity and settlement behavior of soils.
However, focus of these studies were directed to
understand the behavior of foundations on level ground.
More focused research is required for better
understanding the performance of foundations on the
unsaturated slope ground, especially in expansive soils
considering the influence of hydro-mechanical behavior
under different rainfall scenarios.
The slope stability of unsaturated soils have been
widely investigated considering the influence of rainfall
conditions (Qi & Vanapalli [2], Ng et al. [17], Khan et al.
[18]). These studies highlight how matric suction
decreases in unsaturated soils due to rainfall infiltration
which in turn contributes to a reduction of soil shear
strength and slope factor of safety (FS). In addition, some
of these studies provide rational interpretation of the slope
stability by taking account of the hydro-mechanical
behavior of expansive soils (Qi & Vanapalli [2]). The
results of these studies suggest that shallow surface failure
is a common failure mechanism and may be associated to
the cracks and fissures that form due to the evaporation in
drying period and the water infiltration in rainy seasons
(Qi & Vanapalli [2], Khan et al.[18]). However, in the
foundation-slope system, the possible failure mechanisms
may not be limited to surface failure of the slope, but may
also be accompanied with foundation bearing capacity
failure. In other words, combined failure of slopefoundation system is possible due to the influence of
rainfall. Such coupled influence of failures has not been
comprehensively investigated in the literature extending
the state-of-the-art understanding of the mechanics of
unsaturated soils.
Therefore, in the current study, foundation and slope
are combined analyzed as a system taking account the
influence of rainfall infiltration with the aid of
commercial software Geo-studio (Geo-Slope Int. Ltd
[19]). The hydro-mechanical coupling analysis were
performed for assessing the performance of a strip
foundation located on expansive soil slope considering
the influence of rainfall infiltration, which involved four
different steps. As a first step, the in-situ analysis is
undertaken to determine the initial stress and pore water
pressure distribution. Then, the pore water pressure
variations were estimated using SIGMA/W directly
(Coupled stress/PWP analysis) for various rainfall
conditions at four locations; namely: (1) at the slope top
ground, (2) below the foundation, (3) at the middle of the
slope, and (4) the slope toe. Such an approach can be
considered to be a fully coupled analysis compared to that
using SEEP/W followed by SIGMA/W analysis. In the
third step, the load deformation analysis was investigated
for the foundation followed using SLOPE/W to evaluate
the slope FS. In the final step, different scenarios of slope
stability failure were determined for three different
conditions: (i) slope without foundation loading, (ii) slope
with foundation subjected to ultimate bearing capacity
loading (iii) slope with foundation subjected to allowable
bearing capacity loading.

For rigorous analyses, the bimodal soil water
characteristic curve (SWCC) which takes account of the
influence of cracks has been included, in the numerical
model. The relationships between the soil properties;
namely, the variation of shear strength and modulus of
elasticity with respect to the matric suction have also been
considered in the model.

2 Numerical study
2.1 Model set up and soil properties
A typical shallow strip foundation with a width B equal to
1 m located on a Regina clay slope with 10 m height and
slope angle of 30 m is investigated in this paper (see
Figure 1). The distance from the foundation edge to the
slope crest is set as equal to the foundation width for a
preliminary investigation. Yoshida et al. [20]
investigations suggest that the active zone in Regina clay
extends to a depth of 2.8 m. Based on these results, the
slope surface active zone is assumed to be 3 m.
Quadrilateral mesh has been used in the numerical
modelling with mesh refinement in the active zone which
is equal to 3 m.
Foundation
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Fig. 1 Numerical model details

The soil water characteristic curves (SWCC) of both
surface soil and sub-soil are shown in Figure 2a. Soil in
the surface active zone is simulated as cracked soil. The
cracks in expansive soil contribute to a dual porosity
structure and likely exhibits a bimodal SWCC. The
bimodal SWCC data in Figure 2a was derived from
experimental investigations performed by Azam and Ito
[21] on Regina expansive soil and was fitted by the spline
function built in the Geo-studio software. The first and
second air entry values are 10 kPa and 300 kPa,
respectively. The sub-soil, below the active zone depth is
assumed as an intact soil. The sub-soil SWCC was
obtained based on the bimodal SWCC that was obtained
by superposition technique proposed by Li et al. [22]. The
air entry value is 300 kPa for the intact sub-soil.
Figure 2b shows the soil hydraulic conductivity
function used in the modelling. The coefficient of
permeability data are obtained from the data provided by
Shuai [23]. The spline function method that was used for
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Volumetric water content (m3/m3)

SWCC fitting is also extended for this function. The
surface soil hydraulic conductivity is assumed two orders
larger than the sub-soil based on the study conducted by
Qi and Vanapalli [2]. The saturated hydraulic
conductivity of the surface layer is 5.66×10 -3 m/day.

where Eunsat and Esat are respectively the elastic modulus
of unsaturated soil and saturated soil. α and β are fitting
parameters, values of α = 0.1, β = 2 used in this study
based on results from Adem and Vanapalli [26]. Pa is the
atmosphere pressure. The software used in this study does
not facilitate in generating the relationship between the
elastic modulus and the matric suction. For this reason, an
approximation technique (Qi and Vanapalli [2]) is
adopted in the numerical model combined with Eq. 2 for
estimating the elastic modulus under rainfall. The active
zone of the slope surface is divided into several layers.
The average elastic modulus of each layer is calculated
and updated based on the average matric suction of each
layer obtained from the previous time interval. The other
soil properties used in the numerical model are from Qi
and Vanapalli [2], which are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1 Regina clay properties used in the model
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Fig. 2a SWCC of Regina clay
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Fig. 2b Hydraulic conductivity of Regina clay
Fig. 2 The relationship between the SWCC and the hydraulic
conductivity of the Regina clay.
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The variation of unsaturated soil shear strength and
elastic modulus with respect to soil suction are key
information required for assessing the foundation
behavior and slope stability. The shear strength, τ, model
proposed by Vanapalli et al. [24] shown in Eq. 1 is used
in the present study.
  r
  c   n  ua  tan     ua  uw  (
) tan   (1)
s   r
where c', ϕ' are the shear strength parameters: saturated
effective cohesion and effective internal friction angle, (σn
- ua) and (ua - uw) are the net normal stress and suction, θ
is the volumetric water content, θs and θr are respectively,
the saturated and residual volumetric water contents. The
elastic, perfectly-plastic model has been used for the
surface soil. The Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion is the
yield function for this elastic, perfectly-plastic model.
Linear elastic model has been used for the sub-soil.
The elastic modulus of the unsaturated soil is estimated
using the equation (Eq. 2) proposed by Oh et al. [25].

 ua  uw   
Eunsat  Esat 1  
S 
(2)
 Pa /101.3
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Fig. 3 Precipitation during the rainy season from May to
September 21, 2020 in Regina, Canada

2.2 Boundary conditions
The initial ground water table (GWT) is assumed at a
depth of 16 m from the top ground of the slope shown in
Figure 1. The pore water pressure below the GWT at right
and left lateral boundaries are under hydrostatic
conditions. The initial rainfall boundaries are set along the
surface of the slope with boundary A in Figure 1 on the
top and toe of the slope and boundary B along the sloping
ground. Boundary A is determined based on the average
monthly precipitation recorded in Regina, Canada during
the rainy season from May to September 21, 2020 shown
in Figure 3. Therefore, a daily average rainfall influx
boundary value, IA equal 1.05×10-3 m was applied as
boundary A, along the top and toe ground of the slope for
rainfall duration of 150 days (5 months). This influx value
is slightly lower than the surface soil saturated hydraulic
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0
Depth from the surface (m)

conductivity. The daily flux for boundary B which is
normal to the sloping ground is calculated as IAcosβ with
a daily influx value of 9.09×10-4 m. ‘No flow’ boundary
has been set on the slope ground beneath the foundation.
The mechanical boundaries are also applied in the
coupling analysis. The horizontal displacement is fixed
along the left and right vertical boundaries and both the
vertical and horizontal displacement are fixed at the
bottom boundary. Displacement control with a rate of
0.1m/day has been applied beneath the foundation on the
sloping ground while performing the foundation load
deformation analysis.
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3 Results and discussion
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Fig. 4b Section 2-2

3.1 Effect of rainfall on the pore water pressure

0
Depth from the surface (m)

Figure 4 summarizes the pore water pressure variations
under the rainfall condition at four different locations.
These locations are at the slope top, beneath the
foundation, mid slope and slope toe shown in Figure 1 as
section 1-1, 2-2, 3-3 and 4-4 respectively. Prior to the
rainfall, the initial pore water pressure is under hydrostatic
conditions with different magnitude at the four sections.
The top ground of the slope (Sections 1-1, 2-2) has a large
distance from the GWT and therefore the matric suction
is higher (i.e. lower pore water pressure) than that at the
toe of the slope. A sharp decrease has been found in the
matric suction (i.e. increase in negative pore water
pressure) from the surface of the slope in both section 11, 3-3 and 4-4 after 30 days of rainfall. At the same time,
the no flow boundary below the foundation contributes to
small changes in the pore water pressures at the surface
layer of section 2-2, the lower layer in the active zone
remains the same as the initial condition. Moreover, the
pore water pressure profile of section 2-2 along the depth
is slightly different from that of section 1-1, 3-3 and 4-4
until 120 days of rainfall. After120 days of rainfall, the
pore water pressure remains almost the same at the surface
of the soil in section 2-2. The wetting front, which is
defined as the separation between the wetting zone and
the initial condition in section 1-1, 3-3, 4-4, advances
faster and deeper compared to that in section 2-2.
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Fig. 4 Pore water pressure variation during rainfall at different
locations
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3.2 Effect of rainfall on the foundation behavior
Section 1-1

Figure 5 shows the foundation vertical stress versus
normalised displacement ratio, d/B. The shape of the
curves in Figure 5 shows that the stress remains relatively
constant. However, some of the curves do not attain a
constant value (for example, curves of 0 day rainfall).
Therefore, the ultimate bearing capacity can be
determined by the graphical method used by several
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investigations (Costa et al. [27], Oh and Vanapalli [28]).
The ultimate bearing capacity value is the intersection of
the tangents to the initial elastic portion and the final
portions of the stress versus displacement ratio curve
shown in Figure 5 (i.e. 372 kPa prior to rainfall).
450

Initial bearing capacity = 372 kPa

400

Vertical stress, q (kPa)

The critical FS of slope with respect to the rainfall
duration is presented in Figure 6a and 6b. Figure 6a shows
the critical FS of slope decreases from 1.93 to 1.59 during
150 days of rainfall without considering the foundation
loading. A turning point at 120 days of rainfall on the
critical FS curve has been found. The FS decreases
dramatically after the turning point. This is mainly related
to the slope failure mechanism and rainfall infiltration.
The critical FS information can be obtained from the deep
seated failure conditions shown in Figure 6a (Mechanism
A), from initial conditions to 120 days of rainfall
infiltration. However, the slope may have shallow surface
failure mechanism (Mechanism B in Figure 6a) after 120
days. Such a type of failure mechanism is commonly
observed in slope failures associated with rainfall
infiltration. Water infiltrates into the surface soil first and
contributes towards a decreasing matric suction; this
characteristic behavior in turn results in shear strength
reduction, which has been discussed earlier.
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Fig. 5 Vertical stress versus displacement ratio of foundation
for different rainfall durations

The ultimate bearing capacity for different rainfall
durations is summarized in Table 2. It can be seen that the
ultimate bearing capacity decreases with increasing
rainfall duration. This is mainly attributed to the decrease
of matric suction in the soil during the rainfall. The
decreasing matric suction leads to a reduction in both the
shear strength and the bearing capacity. The ultimate
bearing capacity prior to rainfall is more than three times
of that under 150 days of rainfall. Slight reduction in the
bearing capacity was observed after 90 days of rainfall.
Such a behavior suggests the bearing capacity of
foundation reduces due to the influence of rainfall and
reaches a constant value after a specific rainfall duration.

B

A
B

A: Deep seated failure
B: Shallow surface failure
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Fig. 6a Critical FS of slope without foundation loading.
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3.3 Effect of rainfall on the slope stability
The slope stability is evaluated based on the FS of the
slope derived from limit equilibrium methods in
SLOPE/W. Morgenstern-Price method, (MP method,
Morgenstern and Price [29]) has been adopted with halfsine side function. This method considers interslice shear
and normal forces which results in a relative low FS
compared to the simpler method such as the Bishop’s
Simplified method (GEO-SLOPE International Ltd. [30]).
The FS is defined as the ratio of the soil shear strength, τf,
to the shear stress, τs, on the slip surface (Eq. 3).

f
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Table 2 Ultimate bearing capacity variation
under different rainfall durations
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Fig. 6 Relationship between critical FS and rainfall duration
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Figure 6b provides comparisons between the slope
critical FS under different loading conditions. The initial
ultimate bearing capacity 372 kPa has been applied as
surcharge load along the slope surface below the
foundation. Sharp decrease has been found on the slope
FS from 1.14 to 0.81 in two months rainfall with the
loading of foundation ultimate bearing capacity. The
slope becomes unstable due to one months of rainfall. No
turning point has been found for this loading condition.
The bearing capacity failure has been found in this
scenario shown in Figure 6b (Mechanism C).
The loading condition with allowable bearing capacity
is also investigated. The allowable bearing capacity is
estimated based on a FS value of 3 according to the
AASHTO [31]. A turning point corresponding to a
rainfall duration of 40 days has been found on the critical
FS curve. Similar to the condition of slope without
foundation loading, the critical FS reduces slightly first
with a deep seated failure mechanism. This failure
mechanism reflects that it is the slope geometry and soil
properties that mainly control the slope critical FS, at this
stage. However, a sharp decrease has been observed with
the increasing rainfall duration after the turning point. The
bearing capacity failure mechanism (Mechanism C) has
been found. This means the combined influence of the
foundation loading and the rainfall on the slope critical FS
is obvious after 40 days of rainfall duration. It also can be
seen in Figure 6b that the critical FS of slope with
foundation loading (both the ultimate bearing capacity
loading and the allowable bearing capacity loading)
decreases significantly compared to the slope without
foundation loading.
8
B,C: Foundation edge points

7

A

Y- Displacement (mm)

6

D
BC E

5

F

G

Mid slope point

4

the surface heave can be a major concern to the
infrastructure performance constructed in expansive soils,
with relatively higher swelling pressure. It also can be
seen in Figure 7 that the non-uniform heave of the slope
surface has been found at each rainfall duration. The
differential heave or settlement should be considered in
the rational design of foundations in expansive soils.
These aspects are not discussed in this study because of
space limitations.

4 Conclusions
In this paper, numerical modelling of the infrastructure
foundation and slope system of expansive soils is
conducted taking account of the influence of rainfall
infiltration with the aid of commercial software Geostudio. The hydro-mechanical coupling analysis is
conducted with SIGMA/W followed by the load
deformation analysis on the foundation and slope stability
analysis with SLOPE/W. The relationship between the
unsaturated soil properties and the matric suction has been
considered in the numerical model. The bimodal SWCC
related to the cracked soil has been included in the
numerical modeling for rigorous analyses.
The following conclusions are derived based on the
results obtained from the present study:
(1) The rainfall infiltration has significant influence on
the pore water pressure profiles with respect to the depth.
The pore water pressure profiles beneath the foundation
are different from the ground without foundation cover.
The wetting front advances at a relatively slow rate
beneath the foundation. Overall, the matric suction
decrease sharply with the rainfall water infiltration and is
a key factor that results in the reduction of the shear
strength and the foundation bearing capacity.
(2) The foundation bearing capacity decreases
dramatically with an increase in the rainfall duration. The
bearing capacity is inferred to reach a constant value after
a specific rainfall duration based on the results of this
study.
(3) The critical FS of the slope under both loading and
unloading condition reduces with increasing rainfall
duration. Three different failure mechanisms may occur
under the rainfall infiltration which depend on the slope
loading condition and the rainfall duration.
(4) The influence of volume change to the slope
stability in this study is not obvious compared to the shear
strength reduction. Such a behavior may be attributed to
higher value of modulus of elasticity. More research
studies are required to understand the influence of heave
on the slope stability and differential settlement of
infrastructures foundations in expansive soils, in future.
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Fig. 7 Vertical displacement of slope surface

The soil volume change which is typically observed in
expansive soils also has influence on the slope stability.
Figure 7 shows the vertical displacement of the slope
surface without foundation loading with respect to the
horizontal distance (X coordinate) under different rainfall
infiltration. The heave of the slope surface increases with
the increasing rainfall duration. The maximum
displacement is about 7 mm at point D in Figure 7 under
150 days of rainfall. This value is relatively small to
contribute to a low FS compared to a low FS caused by
the shear strength reduction under the rainfall. However,
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